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Don Fargo is one of the overlooked stars of the classic era of pro wrestling. He was a headliner in almost
every territory in which he appeared — New York, Amarillo, Dallas, Tennessee, Buffalo, Detroit,
Indianapolis, and Louisiana, just to name a few.
As famous as he was for his ability to draw crowds to the arenas, he probably was more famous for his
hijinks behind the scenes. Stories about the wild lifestyle of professional wrestlers abound. Many are true,
but there also are many that are either downright false or exaggerated to epic proportions over the passage of
time. Rest assured, the stories in this book about Don Fargo are all true, regardless of how outlandish or
implausible they may sound. The stories about his pranks and wild lifestyle are talked about to this day by
those who were witness to the events.
For the first time, Don tells, in detail, the story about what happened when he and his tag-team partner ran
afoul of a group of motorcycle outlaws, and how he inadvertently wound up on the wrong side of the law on
more than a few occasions. He also tells stories about pulling ribs on his fellow wrestlers, including well-
known celebrities like boxing champ Joe Louis, and classic, hilarious stories about many of the well-known
wrestlers of the golden era of pro wrestling. Don tells the story about how he met Jackie Fargo, how they
formed the tag team that became known as the Fabulous Fargos, and the story behind how they became the
first team to be billed as "world tag team champions" in Madison Square Garden.
He shares stories about winning the 1952 Mr. Pittsburgh bodybuilding contest, being punished by veteran
wrestlers when he tried to get into professional wrestling, dangling from the roof of the King Edward Hotel
in New York, riding naked on the roofs of cars traveling at high speeds, nailing a certain body part to a table,
and getting his hand stuck in … well, let’s just say, somewhere you wouldn’t normally put your whole hand.
Fargo talks about how he created the more than 13 different characters he portrayed in the ring, his discovery
of the "hard way," for which he became famous in wrestling circles, his problems with drugs and alcohol,
and the friendships he developed along the way.
This is the most detailed book ever written that ties together important events in wrestling history with the
hilarious shenanigans that went on behind the scenes. You’ve never read a more entertaining life story than
this one.
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From reader reviews:

Angel Echols:

Information is provisions for anyone to get better life, information currently can get by anyone on
everywhere. The information can be a expertise or any news even a concern. What people must be consider
whenever those information which is inside the former life are difficult to be find than now could be taking
seriously which one works to believe or which one often the resource are convinced. If you get the unstable
resource then you understand it as your main information there will be huge disadvantage for you. All those
possibilities will not happen within you if you take The Hard Way as your daily resource information.

Charlene Johnson:

The actual book The Hard Way will bring someone to the new experience of reading any book. The author
style to describe the idea is very unique. When you try to find new book you just read, this book very ideal to
you. The book The Hard Way is much recommended to you to see. You can also get the e-book in the
official web site, so you can quicker to read the book.

Richard Graham:

Reading can called mind hangout, why? Because when you are reading a book specifically book entitled The
Hard Way the mind will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in every aspect that maybe not
known for but surely can become your mind friends. Imaging each word written in a guide then become one
application form conclusion and explanation in which maybe you never get before. The The Hard Way
giving you one more experience more than blown away the mind but also giving you useful facts for your
better life within this era. So now let us present to you the relaxing pattern here is your body and mind will
probably be pleased when you are finished looking at it, like winning a casino game. Do you want to try this
extraordinary spending spare time activity?

Lucille Yang:

You are able to spend your free time to see this book this publication. This The Hard Way is simple bringing
you can read it in the recreation area, in the beach, train and also soon. If you did not have much space to
bring the actual printed book, you can buy often the e-book. It is make you simpler to read it. You can save
the actual book in your smart phone. Consequently there are a lot of benefits that you will get when one buys
this book.
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